THIS WAS WRITTEN FOR MARTA pdf
1: The Forgiven (Keepers of the Promise #1) by Marta Perry
The Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority (MARTA, / Ëˆ m É‘Ë•r t É™ /) is the principal public transport operator
in the Atlanta metropolitan area. Formed in as strictly a bus system, MARTA operates a network of bus routes linked to
a rapid transit system consisting of 48 miles (77 km) of rail track with 38 train stations.

Would you like to merge this question into it? MERGE already exists as an alternate of this question. Would
you like to make it the primary and merge this question into it? MERGE exists and is an alternate of. I loved
your interpretation. My wife found this song first, and like you, I just thought it was a pretty song. But
something really sunk deep into my sub conscious and I wanted to listen again. Like you, I found myself
compelled to find the lyrics and dissect it. Might I ask your religious philosophy of life? I do believe in God,
but only that we, as part of Mother Nature, are God, and that we are all still very much only Gods in embryo,
about to literally usher in the Millennium, thanks to our parents lives lived to give us our abilities and all we
have at home. Some of my favorite scriptures are the ones that talk about the hearts of the children turning to
their fathers, and visa versa. But I much prefer traditional terms like "ushering in the millennium". The two
important milestones remaining are first - achieving immortality when the last person dies. Was this our
calling? Chain me not to the plow. But ultimately, also, to relieve ourselves from our unjust debt we owe to
our creators for living the life they lived at home, for so long, to freely give us all we now have. But I certainly
hope we someday can. In other words faith is still required, till we do achieve it all. But regardless - it sure is
great to have hope, a moral direction, and a new purpose in this life, or the next, now that the singularity is
here, and the adventure is about to finally reach its dramatic climax, and soon be over. It is the penny whistle
and it is played by Daron Bradford. A penny whistle was also used in the Titanic theme song.
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A) Marta was given a note by the teacher to take home to her parents. B) The teacher gave Marta a note to take to her
parents? Which sentence is written in the active voice?

She remained with the band until before deciding to pursue a solo career. In , Sanchez released her debut solo
album, Mujer produced by Ralf Stemmann. Its first single, "Desesperada", was released both in Spain and The
Americas. This made her one of the first Latin artists to do the English crossover. It became a major hit in
Latin America. Marta released her fourth album, Desconocida, in In she led the musical La Magia de
Broadway. Her fifth album, Soy Yo, was released in and sold over , units in Spain. In , she launched her first
live album, Gira Produced and co-written by the electro hit maker DJ Sammy, the song became an instant hit,
reaching the top positions on airplay and digital sales charts in Spain. In the end of , she collaborated with
Venezuelan singer Carlos Baute with the song " Colgando en tus manos ". This was a huge hit, setting iTunes
records in Spain and maintaining its number one spot for 29 straight weeks. The single was number one in
Mexico and was number one on Billboard Latin Pop Songs for two weeks in a row. A greatest hits album with
special guests was released on 3 November After major success with her duets Greatest Hits been only
released in her native Spain. Late saw the return of Marta with new material. On 23 September , "La Que
Nunca Se Rinde" was released on iTunes and a new album with unedited material was announced been in the
works. The music video debuted on 13 October It was announced in December that the album would be titled
"21 Dias" and the cover art was shown. Marta announced on her Facebook that pre-orders were made
available for "21 Dias" and the release date would be 24 February on Digital Download and physical release
Spain Only , 5 songs were made available with digital pre-orders. The song was made available on iTunes that
same day with the music video debuting on 20 February
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3: www.enganchecubano.com - Life with Marta ~ A Lifestyle & Travel Blog
"Marta" is a Latin pop song recorded by Guatemalan recording artist Ricardo Arjona. It was released on 29 March as the
third and final single from his twelfth studio album, Poquita Ropa (). It was written by Arjona, who produced it with
longtime collaborators Dan Warner and Lee Levin under their stage name, Los Gringos.

These routes were designed to connect maids, home health care workers, and nannies from MARTA rail
stations to their work sites. These routes were not officially noted in any system map except for a small
footprint instructing people who needed transit service in that area to contact Customer Information. In , the
routes were officially "declassified" and information was published. As part of system-wide service cuts, the
series routes were eliminated in MARTA uses special lift equipped vehicles for this service and can either
deliver passengers to their final destination curb to curb service or can deliver the passenger to the closest
accessible bus stop or rail station feeder service. Paratransit is limited to existing rail and bus routes and
cannot extend more than a 0. Paratransit service is only provided during the hours of the fixed route servicing
the area. An application for acceptance into the paratransit service is required; reservations are required for all
users for each trip. Fare structure and operation MARTA offers both single one-way fares with free bus to rail
and rail to bus transfers and discounted weekly and monthly passes. The fare structure is as follows: MARTA
has recently proposed ending the Atlanta Braves and Six Flags shuttle surcharges effective April 28, and is
currently in the process of holding public hearings on the issue. Additional discounts are available to corporate
partners who sell monthly MARTA passes to employees and also to groups and conventions visiting Atlanta.
Some employers at their own expense also provide reduced cost or free MARTA passes to employees to
encourage the use of public transportation. Breeze Card Main article: Breeze Card MARTA has finished
implementing the "Breeze" smart card electronic fare collection system in September , replacing the previous
token -based fare collection system. The system uses a two card scheme: Rail service is provided from
approximately 5 a. Monday through Friday and 5 a. Weekday train frequency is 10 minutes on branch lines
and 5 minute frequencies on trunk lines. Late night after 7: Bus routes have varying frequencies depending on
passenger demand. Fare reciprocity Edit Through formal fare reciprocity agreements, MARTA riders are able
to transfer for free to four other metro Atlanta transit systems: Some of these agreements require that neither
system have significantly more transfers than the other. MARTA has stated that this is the case, that inbound
to MARTA from another system and outbound from MARTA to another system transfers are approximately
equal for second quarter 8, daily passengers transferred inbound and 8, transferred outbound. Analysis of
morning transfers 5 to 9 am to MARTA shows that Cobb County had inbound transfers but only outbound,
Clayton county had inbound but only outbound, Gwinnett County had inbound and outbound, and GRTA
Xpress had 1, inbound but outbound. This restriction does not apply to other sources of revenue, including
passenger revenue. In addition a fare increase was considered; however, MARTA board members voted down
a fare increase and instead used cash reserves to make up for the operations shortfall. These two counties
along with Cobb County have instead created their own independent bus systems: A separate regional bus
transit service, Xpress, is operated by the Georgia Regional Transportation Authority in partnership with 11
metro Atlanta counties inluding Fulton and DeKalb, which began service on June 6,
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47 Likes, 1 Comments - Marina Shlosberg (@marinashlosberg) on Instagram: "This letter was written by my daughter
Marta and her classmate Elsa to a child in Mosul living in a ".

Chapter One She was being followed. Santa Fe could be cold in early March, but the shiver that touched her
had nothing to do with the temperature. She detoured around the tour group in front of the central monument
of the plaza. Ordinarily, she might stop there to do a little people-watching, her fingers itching for a pad and a
charcoal to capture an expression. But not when she felt that inimical gaze on her. Evading a vendor
determined to sell her a carnita, she hurried across the square, only half her attention on the colors, movement,
and excitement that she loved about the old city. She was letting her active imagination run wild; that was all.
This persistent sense that someone watched her was some odd aftereffect of shock and grief. She stopped at a
magazine stand, picking up a newspaper and pretending to study it as she used it for a screen to survey the
crowd. No one was paying any attention to her, or at least, no more attention than her tousled mass of red curls
and artistic flair of dressing usually merited. Everything was fineâ€” Her heart thudded, loud in her ears.
Everything was not fine. The man had stopped at a flower stand but his gaze was fixed on her, not on the
mixed bouquet the vendor thrust at him. Short, stocky, probably in his forties, dressed in the casual western
style that was so common hereâ€”he looked like a hundred other men in the plaza at this moment. She shoved
the newspaper back on the rack, hurrying toward the Palace of the Governors. It thronged with tourists, its
entrance turned into a maze by the Native American craftspeople that spread their wares there. He knew where
she worked, where she lived. Her fingers touched the cell phone that was tucked inside the top pocket of her
leather shoulder bag. Her stomach seemed to turn at that. She wound her way among the craftspeople, nodding
to some of the regulars. Ask them for help? But what could they do? The knot in her stomach tightened as her
mind skirted the older, darker memory that lurked like a snake in the recesses of her mind. The man was no
longer in sight. The tour group, apparently released by their guide, flooded to the crafts vendors on a tide of
enthusiasm, swamping everything in their path. It would be fine. She rounded the corner. The man stepped
from a doorway to grab her arm. Cold eyes, small and black as two ripe olives, narrowed. What do you want?
Incredibly, the man smiled. Tony died over two weeks ago. His car went off the road up in the Sangre De
Cristo Mountains. They covered the story. She stumbled back a step, rubbing her wrist, trying to find the
words that would convince this madman that Tony was dead and that she could no more produce a hundred
thousand dollars than she could fly. She stood, letting them flow past her, forcing her mind to work. That was
all it would say. You run, you find a new place, you start over. As she always did. She shoved the strap of her
bag back on her shoulder and walked quickly in the direction of the car park. She could go north, head for
Colorado, get lost in Denver. Or west to LA. An image formed in her mind, startling herâ€”peaceful green
fields dotted with white barns, farmhouses, silos. Gray Amish buggies rattling along narrow roads. She had a
choice. For the first time in years, she had a choice. She could choose to run home.
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"Marta" was written and performed by Brian Rietzell for the second season of the National Geographic series "Mars"
"Marta" was written and performed by Brian Rietzell for the second season of the.

I downloaded a pre-release copy from the Kindle Unlimited program, and eagerly started reading. Basically,
Marta is a young woman with a privileged upbringing. The mother who raised her, died and left Marta
everything. Marta has no qualms about financially cutting off her father, Pedro, and his new wife, Gaby who
Marta sees as a gold digger. She needs to find a way to get on with her life. From the start, I became engrossed
in the characters, especially Marta. I stayed engrossed through about half the book, because I initially felt that
the book was going somewhere. The title and description indicate that Marta makes some progress as a human
being, but I did not see any lasting evidence of that. She does show a few signs of growth here and there, but
then she quickly finds her way back to messed-up-Marta. Several of the characters have issues actually That
being said, at least there were a couple of characters that sort of had their crap together. I respected them and
that gave a bit more balance to what would have otherwise been a pretty one dimensional story. Back to Marta
though, I definitely expected to see more progression. The book jumps back and forth a lot, both in time, and
between the characters and their situations. So when the book goes back and forth, paying attention to this
distinction will keep you from saying, "wait, what"? I think it was a good move for the author to write it as she
did starting with the main character, Marta. If it had been written chronologically, I think I may have lost
interest early on. For example, during one of the jumps backward, there were certain details that I felt were
overwritten, and did not add to the story. There is chapter where two characters are on a trip, visiting several
sites. Descriptions of each site goes on and on for several pages, and I finally just started skimming those.
None of the information from that trip was referred to again, and in my opinion the extra details did not add
much to the story. One of the two characters in that chapter seemed to be more interested in the sites, than in
her partner. Perhaps that was the several-page point, and to be fair, others may find those mundane details
fascinating. All in all, when I finished the book I was thinking, "Huh? Personally I like a story tied up with a
bigger, neater bow. An epilogue would have definitely gotten at least another star out of me. Although this
book was definitely not one of my favorites, that was due mostly to the actual story. The writing itself was
clear, and at times, very engaging. Because of that, I may try another book by this author.
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by Marta August 6, August 6, A couple weekends ago, I had the wonderful opportunity to relax at a 5 star hotel and spa
in Hungary. This was a part of a larger gift from my.

This one was set in modern times, but through the device of a diary, there is also a story tucked in about what
it was like during WWII as well. First to get her story is still grieving widow, Rebecca Fisher. Paul is gone
over a year and now Rebecca must figure out how to pay the mortgage on all the things he set in motion. One
welcome and yet not so welcome source of income is allowing Matt Byler to rent the never used stables that
Paul built for his horse breeding dream as a woodworking shop. Another source is to put aside her fears and
doubts and continue opening the farm to guests. Each change is rough because it is a step toward something
new and away from her past with Paul. Rebecca must figure out if she has what it takes to go on without him
since she was utterly dependent on him while he was alive and whether she can embrace whatever this is with
Matt who thinks he is not a safe bet. Matt Byler kicked up his heels as a teen leaving his Amish faith to live
out in the world only to find trouble and misery because he was not one that was meant to leave. Coming back
is rough because he still struggles with the anger and temper that led him astray in the first place. Matt figures
he can help his uncle with the work load and support the family as just one step toward redemption. He feels
the suspicion his return as engendered, but oddly, Rebecca Fisher looks on him with admiration for what he is
doing. Meanwhile, he has to do something about his attraction to a woman who is clearly still not ready to
move on from her husband. The plot of this one gently meanders through as it tells the story of two people
struggling and coming into their own. Rebecca moving on from her sorrow and discovering through several
challenges the woman she is meant to be was probably my favorite part of the story along with the sessions
with her wise grandmother. She connects with the other story heroine, Ana, from the past. All of them were so
personable and I enjoyed their individual stories as well as their connection with each other. Several themes
made this a strong story that not only affected my emotions, but my thoughts too. There was a mild
inspirational message about forgiveness and accepting the bad with the good, but it was organic to the story
and worked well. The romance is understated and very sweet. I liked the two of them for each other and as the
reader I was allowed to see it develop long before the two actually involved did. This worked because both
had a lot of personal stuff to work through before they were ready for a relationship. The only tiny
disappointment was that I felt the ending came fast. I wanted to know what the deal was with Isaiah, did
Simon throw over the odious Mary Ann, and I wanted maybe a bit more with Rebecca and Matt after their
romance resolved. I will definitely be continuing on. To wrap it up, this was a fortuitous pick to reunite with
the Amish Romance niche. My thanks to Penguin Group for the opportunity to read this book in exchange for
an honest review. Her books draw one in and make you feel a part of the Amish community and her newest
book the Forgiven does not disappoint. Rebecca Fisher is a young widow with 2 young children. She was
protected by her husband and now that he is gone, she is struggling with providing for her children. Can she
find help from another time? Matthew Byler rents a buildi Marta Perry is one of my favorite authors of Amish
fiction. Matthew Byler rents a building from Rebecca for his furniture building. He has ghosts in his past also.
Can he learn to forgive himself? The theme of the Forgiven is of course forgiveness. Not only do we need to
forgive each other, but also ourselves. I really enjoyed this first book in the Keepers of The Promise and look
forward to book two The Rescued coming in June of I received an Advanced Reading Copy of this novel
from the author who is a friend. I would highly recommend this book to anyone who enjoys reading Amish or
inspirational fiction
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This review was written for Her Mother's Hope, Marta's Legacy Series #1. Her Mother's Hope is a fascinating story about
a young Swiss woman named Marta who endures many hardships but never loses her pluck and determination or her
dreams.

These were the five original counties in the Atlanta metropolitan area , and to this day are the five largest
counties in the region and state. In the same year, four of the five metropolitan area counties Clayton, DeKalb,
Fulton, and Gwinnett and the City of Atlanta passed a referendum authorizing participation in the system, but
the referendum failed in Cobb. MARTA also serves the airport via a station located next to the main terminal.
The MARTA system allows bicycles on its trains and buses have room for 2 bikes on racks mounted on the
front of the bus. No tunnel lining was installed in this station, or the adjacent tunnels. The architects and civil
engineers decided to leave these with their rugged gneiss rock walls. Formerly, the lines were named based
upon their terminal stations, namely: Airport , Doraville , North Springs , H. During the transition between the
two naming systems, all stations on the Red and Gold lines used their original orange signs, and all stations on
the Blue and Green lines used their original blue signs. All rapid transit lines have an ultimate nexus at the
Five Points station , located in downtown Atlanta. Many of the suburban stations have free daily and paid
long-term parking in park and ride lots. The trains are powered by an electrified third rail and can be operated
in any combination from two to eight rail cars. The first rehabilitated cars began service on March 12, The
rehabilitation was completed on February 23, In , CQ cars and were converted into work cars. The work starts
with cars, with 94 more options. Atlanta Streetcar The Atlanta Streetcar , is a modern streetcar route that is
powered by overhead catenary and operates in mixed vehicle traffic. As of , MARTA has diesel and
compressed natural gas buses that covers over bus routes which operated MARTA uses special lift -equipped
vehicles for this service, [9] and can either deliver passengers to their final destination curb-to-curb service or
can deliver the passenger to the closest accessible bus stop or rail station feeder service. Mobility is limited to
existing rail and bus routes and cannot extend more than a 0. Mobility service is only provided during the
hours of the fixed route servicing the area. An application for acceptance into the Mobility service is required;
reservations are required for each trip. MARTA also offers unlimited travel through multiple transit pass
options: Additional discounted pass programs allow for university students and staff to purchase calendar
monthly passes. Additional discounts are available to corporate partners who sell monthly MARTA passes to
employees and also to groups and conventions visiting Atlanta. Some employers at their own expense also
provide reduced cost or free MARTA passes to employees to encourage the use of public transportation. This
includes Lenox Square mall and the many high-rises and skyscrapers built along Peachtree Road. Emory
University operates "The Cliff" shuttle buses in and around its campus. Breeze Card MARTA finished
implementing the "Breeze" smart card electronic fare collection system in September , replacing the previous
token-based fare collection system. The new Breeze Card allows riders to load money on the card for use over
time, and to add unlimited day passes that are not fixed to a calendar period. Rail service is provided from
approximately 4: Trains also run all night during winter storms, though not in passenger service, to prevent ice
from forming on non-underground lines. Bus routes have varying frequencies dependent upon passenger
demand. Some of these agreements require that neither system have significantly more transfers than the other.
MARTA has stated that this is the case, that inbound to MARTA from another system and outbound from
MARTA to another system transfers are approximately equal for second quarter , daily passengers transferred
inbound and transferred outbound. However, it has been noted that workers traveling in the morning to Atlanta
from another system will more than likely make the return trip home, resulting in an equal number of
transfers. This restriction does not apply to other sources of revenue, including passenger revenue. Capital
funds continue to decrease every year, creating a shortfall. MARTA also closed the majority of its station
restrooms. There are two Ridestores available. This money is being re-invested into the system by adding
frequency to trains and bus routes. In March the City of Atlanta voted to approve the extension. In addition to
allowing the formation of the agency, and the collection of revenue from taxes, the legislation previously
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placed restrictions on how the agency managed its funds. In particular, the legislation established that any
funds raised from the sale of bonds and capital goods would be spent on capital expenditures, and that any
extra proceeds be put aside for paying off bond debt. While the enabling legislation put restrictions on how
MARTA could manage its money, MARTA has never received any operational funding from the State of
Georgia , making it the largest public transportation agency in the United States and the second-largest transit
agency in Anglo-America after the Toronto Transit Commission [ citation needed ] not to receive state or
provincial funding for operational expenses. MARTA stated that this could force the agency to discontinue
operations one day out of the week, possibly a weekday. Service cuts and other budget-stabilizing measures
began in fiscal year , with the first affected service mark-up in September Governor Sonny Perdue refused to
call a special session as requested, and did not issue an executive order as he stated it would not be legal to do
so. Before the new law could be used, Mr. Walker was arrested on an unrelated child support violation, which
resulted in his firing by the Gwinnett County Commission. In October , Dr. Scott was named the new general
manager. The bill was not passed, but the funding restrictions were removed in On-time performance for rail
service was On February 25, a train near Avondale station struck two automatic train control technicians who
were inspecting a relay box; one was fatally injured and the other technician suffered serious injuries. The
workers had failed to apply for a safe clearance restriction for the track work. The most recent incident
occurred at the Medical Center station on December 4, when a train carrying passengers was moved over a rail
switch. No injuries were reported. A paired car on a train which had developed mechanical problems was
uncoupled from other cars at Indian Creek station the last station on the east line. The train began rolling,
crashing through the bumper at the end of the rail line and running off of the track. The train operator, the only
person on board, received minor injuries. Approximately 20 passengers were on board and no one was injured.
The incidents occurred as large crowds were going to the Chick-fil-A Bowl. MARTA initially blamed the
incidents on rowdy patrons jumping on the escalator. MARTA has been criticized for its escalator
maintenance policies after recent injuries due to escalators overloading, but has discussed plans to improve its
policies and regulate passenger loads with posted station agents. The Northwest line was cut back to a distance
of two stations, and next the idea was dropped entirely. Another idea for a rail spur line spur was for an
above-ground line from near the International Airport for a spur line to the town of Hapeville , but no work
has ever been executed. The Northeast Line of the rail system, which has ended in Doraville for two decades,
was considered for extension into Gwinnett County as far as northeast as Norcross, Georgia , but this idea was
cut off when the voters of that county declined to approve sales-tax funding for it. The Proctor Creek branch
was also projected to go one more station northwestward to the West Highlands neighborhood, but no work
has been done on that one either. The tracks to those stations were run on the surface of the median strip of the
Georgia tollway which was constructed just east of the Buckhead area during the early s. From â€”, there were
no active railway expansion projects in the MARTA system due to lack of additional sales-tax funding, the
need to spend its limited capital budget on refurbishing its older rolling stock , replacing the fare-collection
system, repairing the tracks and their electrical systems, and other long-term maintenance, repair, and
operations requirements. Mall at Stonecrest Expansion[ edit ] Eastward expansion focuses on bus rapid transit
from downtown Atlanta along I and extension of heavy rail transit from Indian Creek station , south along I to
I, then east along the I corridor to the Mall at Stonecrest. Bus Service started operating on September 27, The
bus has two routes: Bus, light rail and heavy rail rapid-transit options had been considered, [70] with light rail
being selected as the preferred option. From there, such an extension would continue northward through the
cities of Sandy Springs , Roswell , and Alpharetta , terminating in the vicinity of Windward Parkway.
According to MARTA Representatives at the April meetings, the expansion could open in at the earliest
assuming a best-case scenario. Federal funding is still not approved; the Environmental Impact study must be
complete. By the April meeting, the LRT option has been discarded. The GDOT integrated option would
include sharing normal traffic lanes at least in some parts of the route. The plans for stations at Mansell Rd.
Additional expansion plans for MARTA and other metro Atlanta transportation agencies are detailed in
Mobility a timeline by the Atlanta Regional Commission for improving transit through the year Fulton and
DeKalb county leaders approved the expansion. Bus Service was implemented on March 21, The contract
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also includes provisions for future rail transit to the county by A station at Lovejoy is also proposed, which
would open as a later phase.
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"When adventure's lost its meaning, I'll be homeward bound in time." This part I sort of interpret it to mean: when one is
done living this physical life, done with one's curiosity, done with the.

Soccer in the Streets Like many good stories, this one begins with a crazy idea and a bunch of naysayers.
Sanjay Patel arrived in Atlanta and wondered why it was so difficult to find a game of pick-up soccer. As far
as he could see, there were no spontaneous games going on in local parks. Anything he did find was
super-organized, he had to drive a car to, and â€” how to put this politely? Since , a local non-profit called
Soccer in the Streets, run by English expat Phil Hill, had bussed kids around Atlanta in rental vans so they
could play games. Money and geography meant pay-to-play academies and structured teams were out of reach
for many local kids. The parking lots were barely used for what they were intended. The location is important.
The Five Points field, opened in , has proven such a success with communities from across the city that Marta
says it is set to green-light up to 10 more locations in the next few years â€” beginning with two pitches to be
opened at the West End station by the end of The facilities are free for kids to use while fees for adult pick-up
games and other events flow into Soccer in the Streets community programs. The end goal is for teams
playing at station pitches to form a league where players use the train system to travel around the city for
games â€” opening up low-cost organized soccer to previously ignored communities. But that motivated me.
There was a lot of banging heads against walls, there were a lot of naysayers. It has driven new ridership at the
station, it has created an amenity for our riders, and has built goodwill with communities we serve. The vision
here is to connect families and communities around the city. Transportation issues mean people are often
locked into their communities. He details a conversation with a parent on the sidelines of a game organized by
Soccer in the Streets in a predominantly African-American neighborhood. We want soccer in this community.
We are parents and we want options for our kids just like you do. Patel showed Eales the Five Points site â€”
an amphitheater wrapped in Marta security fencing because it was unused â€” and was sold. Now I get a buzz
every time I walk past it. Other cities share similar transportation systems and a soccer disconnect. San
Francisco and the Bay Area, Los Angeles, Chicago, Memphis and Denver are some locations kicked around as
being ripe for projects similar to what has taken off in Atlanta. It gives people a reason to use our system. We
think it has been really successful. There is a serious poverty issue in this country and it is right on our
doorstep. What would happen if you opened up soccer in the US to low-income communities? What we have
stumbled across is a way to connect these communities and soccer. Transit is going to be the glue.
9: Marta (Ricardo Arjona song) - Wikipedia
MARTA Tours the Fox Theater. Take a trip to the Fox Theater for a night of entertainment.
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